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Historically, during its almost three decades, the modern iteration of the Bradley Foundation earned much
of its reputation as such an effective public-policy philanthropy through its grantmaking in the contexts of

school choice and welfare reform -- both of which met with success in Wisconsin and then, although at

varying paces, across the country. Many would think of Bradley's biggest victories as in school choice,

but its larger, and perhaps longer-lasting, paradigm-shifting triumphs may have be in welfare reform --

with the overarching and, at least for a decade and a half to almost two decades, non-partisan

acceptance of work and personal responsibility as primary underlying solutions to the problem of

dependency.

It remains a truism, however, that no political or public-policy victory is permanent, and the Left continues

to do battle on choice and welfare-to-work. Bradley’s creation in 2012 and continued support of the Work
First Foundation's Secretaries' Innovation Group (SIG) has carried this battle on in the welfare area. SSG
has achieved some meaningful successes, and staff recommends renewed support of it with a

$350,000 grant.

SIG is a membership organization of activist conservative state human-service secretaries (and a smaller

auxiliary group of labor and workforce-development secretaries) that has become a force for state- and

national-level policy reform. It generally favors the retention or return of authority, responsibility, and

accountability to the states. It defends and promotes limited government, individual economic self-

reliance, and healthy families.

SIG’s chair is Wisconsin Secretary for Children and Families

Eloise Anderson, and its executive director is Jason Turner.

The experienced and respected Anderson was Wisconsin

Gov. Tommy Thompson's welfare director and California

Gov. Pete Wilson's Secretary of Health and Human
Services. In the late 1990s, with Bradley support, she
directed The Claremont Institute's Project for the American
Family. She also chairs Wisconsin's new Future of the

Family Commission (about which see the Wisconsin

Department of Children and Families recommendation in

the Report of the Legacy Committee to the full Board).

Anderson Turner
The cerebral, energetic Turner oversaw welfare policy, and
policy reform, for the federal government during the first Bush Administration, for Thompson during

formulation and initial implementation of the "W-2 - Wisconsin Works” plan, and for New York Mayor
Rudy Giuliani. He has also advised other governments on reform -- including Israel’s, which calls its

social-service restructuring "the Wisconsin plan" -- and has done research and education of the public

and policymakers at the Bradley-supported Heritage Foundation.

At this writing, as the map at the top of the next page shows, 19 states currently have SIG members.
These states represent 46% of America’s population. These members regularly and collegially

communicate and coordinate with each other, their governors, members of their state legislatures,

members of the U.S. Congress, and experts from their conservative state think tanks and Bradley-

supported national think tanks and organizations. These national groups include Heritage, the American

Enterprise Institute (AEI), and the Foundation for Government Accountability (FGA) (about which see the

recommendation in this section of these materials).

Given its principled members’ positions atop less-than-principled, often-hostile bureaucracies, there is a

definite "support-group” aspect to the enterprise - a value in and of itself. Reflecting its members’ policy





interests and concerns, SIG’s specific issues are many and varied. They are briefly overviewed below.

TANF

The Wisconsin-inspired federal welfare reform signed by President Bill Clinton in 1996 restyled the old

Aid to Families with Dependant Children (AFDC) program into the better, more work-based Temporary
Assistance to Needy Families (TANF) program. Led by Speaker of the House Paul Ryan, some in

Congress are seeking to improve TANF even further - eliminating work-requirement loopholes through

which those who don’t want to work still don’t have to work and creating a more-stringent accountability

system.

SIG and its members have educated policymakers and the public about the benefits of these reforms,

among others proposed by Ryan and his allies. In 2016, it would like to continue to do so.

During the Obama Administration, food stamps -- or, the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program

(SNAP) -- have effectively become something of the new TANF, SIG and its members were among the

most-forceful proponents of instituting

real work requirements on food

stamps. The SIG proposal made it to States that strengthened food-stamp
a House-Senate conference work requirements in 2015
committee on the farm bill, where it

was relegated to demonstration-

project status in some states, but at

least achieved that. Ten states are

now experimenting with work

requirements on SNAP.

In 2015, as shown in the list to the

right, 18 states reformed food-stamp

work requirements for the better, 13

by executive action. Eleven of these

are SIG states. All of these reforms

moved approximately 1,993,500

people off food-stamp dependency,

according to estimates from FGA, and
will save taxpayers an estimated

almost $30 billion over the next

decade.

In 2016, SIG and FGA want to

continue their education of

policymakers and the public about the

benefits of SNAP work requirements

and some anti-fraud measures (listed

in the FGA recommendation).

SSI and SSDI

Legislative or Estimated people

executive moved off

action food stamps

Alabama Executive 94,000

Alaska Executive 10,000

Arizona Executive 92,000

Arkansas Executive 25,200

Florida Legislative 523,000

Georgia Executive 200,000

Idaho Executive 10,000

Louisiana Executive 89,000

Maine Legislative 51 ,000*

Maryland Executive 44,500

Massachusetts Executive 91,000

Mississippi Executive 75,000

Missouri Legislative 97,000

New Mexico Executive 20,500

North Carolina Legislative 210,000

South Carolina Executive 101,000

Tennessee Executive 162,000

Wisconsin Legislative 98,000

Total 1,993,500

Under Obama, dependency on the

two main disability programs —
Supplemental Security Income (SSI)

and Social Security Disability

Insurance (SSDI) -- has also grown
quite out of control (about which see

Includes implementation of an asset test,

Estimated taxpayer savings per food-stamp recipient

over a decade: $15,000



the food-stamp, SSI, and SSD1

the next recommendation, for the Committee for a

Responsible Federal Budget in this section of these materials).

Unfortunately with encouragement, the welfare population has

migrated to these programs during much of the past decade,

too.

programs during much of the

oast decade year
'
amon9 other tllin9 s >

SIG would like to educate
^ ' policymakers and the public about the benefits of trying to

stem the rising enrollments in SSI and SSDI. Just one
representative example: transitioning children who are on SSI into work on their 18th birthday, rather than

the usual practice of just enrolling them in aduit SSI disability before they have even tried to go to work.

To SIG and its members, the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) program has two obvious competing

influences on work effort - a tax effect and a cash-benefit effect. The EITC tax effect on work effort is

sometimes positive, sometimes neutral, and sometimes negative over the enitre wage-eligibility range.

When it it negative, SIG believes, that negativity should be eliminated. The EITC cash-benefit effect on

work effort is always unambiguously negative, and should be clearly understood as such as its reformed

SIG has floated various potential EITC reforms for serious consideration Among them: 1.) reducing the

maximum dollar level of the credit, which is too high and discourages work; 2.) making the value of the

credit dependent upon both earned income and work effort as quantified by hours of employment, not just

earnings; and, 3.) reformulating the credit as a subsidy to employers, rather than payments to individuals.

This year, it will continue to do so, with a perhaps more-receptive audience of senior federal policymakers

on Capitol Hill -- where, on this issue and others, there is a hunger for information from reliable

conservative administrators about how laws are carried out and what works and what doesn’t at the

"street” level. SIG provides this information.

Mental illness

The consequences of the release of hundreds of thousands of untreated mentally ill patients from

hospitals in the 1960s and 1970s have been and remain enourmous. State agencies can take certain

actions under some taws to require mentally ill patients to take the prescribed anti-psychotic medication

they need to maintain their health, and SIG is educating its members and allies about those actions.

Child-welfare consent decrees

Former SIG member Maura Corrigan, when she directed Michigan's Department of Health and Human
Serivces, challenged a longstanding child-welfare consent decree containing more than 200 promises.

Now at AEI, Corrigan is offering advice to SIG’s members about how to similarly deal with consent

decrees and confront other legal actions from the organized legal Left. She is actually co-representing

South Carolina in a class-action child-welfare lawsuit against it.

Marijuana and other drug abuse

Research from the National Institute on Drug Abuse shows regular marijuana usage among those 17 and

younger retards the development of the hippocampus (the "brain switchyard"), reduces IQ as much as

eight points, and sets back development of the frontal cortex. In additon to these concerning

physiological changes, use while in school reduces concentration and motivation.

SIG is educating its members and allies about the damaging implications of marijuana and other drug

legalization, exploring that which could perhaps be done through policy to either outright avoid or at least

mititage this damage. In 2016, it wants to hold conferences throughout the country on the risks and

dangers of marijuana legalization, and very alarmingly increased heroin usage.



SIG wants to conduct public education this year about that which works to implement swift, certain, and

fair sanctions against those who are already on probation for substance abuse and show evidence of

continued use, as well.

Again, for this work and with confidence in Anderson’s and Turner’s ability to continue doing it

well, staff recommends a $350,000 grant to the Work First Foundation for SIG.
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BACKGROUND: The Work First Foundation in New York City requests a $500,000 grant award in

renewed support of the Secretaries’ Innovation Group (SIG).

SIG was founded, in large part at Bradley’s behest, in 2012 by its Chair, Wisconsin

Secretary for Children and Families Eloise Anderson, and its executive director

Jason Turner. Anderson was Wisconsin Gov. Tommy Thompson’s welfare director

and California Gov. Pete Wilson’s Secretary of Health and Human Services. In the

late 1990s, with Bradley support, she directed the Claremont Institute's Project for

the American Family.

Turner oversaw welfare policy — and welfare-policy reform — for the federal

government during the first Bush Administration, for Gov. Thompson during his

formulation and initial implementation of the “W-2 -- Wisconsin Works” reform plan,

and for New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani. He has advised other governments on

reform, as well -- including Israel’s, which calls its social-services structure "the

Wisconsin plan” -- and has done reform research and education at the Bradley-supported Heritage

Foundation.

SIG is a membership organization of 22 state human services’ secretaries and an auxiliary group of state

labor and workforce-development secretaries. The auxiliary group is led by Texas Workforce

Commission executive director Larry Temple. New SIG members from an additional

I two states, which are also listed, are anticipated. The states are all listed to the left.

SIG members’
states

Existing

Alabama
Alaska

Arizona

Florida

Georgia

SIG members generally favor a return of authority and accountability to states,

programs that promote economic self-reliance and healthy families, and limited

government. They coordinate and regularly communicate with each other, their

governors, members of their states’ legislators, and members of Congress. Last

November, for example, they met with members of the incoming House Ways and

Means Committee, which has jurisdiction over many areas of common interest with

SIG.

During SIG’s first four years, it has focused on five general policy areas:

Illinois

Indiana

Kansas
Louisiana

Maine

Maryland

Michigan

Mississippi

Nebraska
New Jersey

New Mexico
North Carolina

South Carolina

Texas

Utah

Wisconsin

Wyoming

1. federalism;

2. food stamps;

3. Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI);

4. Unemployment Insurance (Ul); and,

5. Temporary Assistance for Needy Families,

Specifically, during the past two years, SIG members contributed quite helpfully to

the education of federal policymakers and the public about what would be the

positive effects of work requirements on the receipt of food stamps. They continue

to counter federal pressure to boost food-stamp caseloads.

Currently, among other things, they are also contributing to policymakers’

discussions about that which could be done to reform SSDI to make it simpler,

fairer, financially solvent, and better at promoting work and labor-force attachments.

Expected

Arkansas

Massachusetts

As described in the related Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget (CRFB)

recommendation earlier in this section of these materials, SSDI is one of the U.S.

government’s largest entitlement plans, paying out close to $140 billion in benefits

each year. Spending on the SSDI program has doubled in real terms since 2000.



Members of the Secretaries’ Innovation Group and the House Ways and Means Committee meet at the Capitol last

November

The SSDI Trust Fund is projected to become insolvent in 2016 or 2017 and has a host of other problems.

If Congress does not act before next year, insolvency would mean a $218 reduction in monthly benefits --

from $1,146 to $928 — for the average beneficiary, lowering the average benefit below the federal poverty

level.

As described in the related Committee fora Responsible Federal Budget (CRFB) recommendation earlier

in this section of these materials, SSDI is one of the U.S. government’s largest entitlement plans, paying

out close to $140 billion in benefits each year. Spending on the SSDI program has doubled in real terms

since 2000. The SSDI Trust Fund is projected to become insolvent in 2016 or 2017 and has a host of

other problems. If Congress does not act before next year, insolvency would mean a $218 reduction in

monthly benefits -- from $1,146 to $928 -- for the average beneficiary, lowering the average benefit below

the federal poverty level.

While roughly 1% of the working-age population received SSDI benefits in 1966, almost 5% receive SSDI

benefits today, as also described in the CRFB recommendation. As of the end of 2013, its enrollment

approached 11 million -- up 312% since 1970, 135% since 1980, 158% since 1990, and 65% since 2000.

This alarming increase is concomitant to an equally alarming decrease in labor-force participation; an

extremely low number of SSDI beneficiaries ever leave the program to go back to work.

For far too many, SSDI is, at best, a massive new early-retirement and long-term unemployment program.

At worst, it’s very arguably something of "the new welfare."

SIG members are now working hard to improve Ul, as well. They announced a proposal at the February

meeting of the National Association of Workforce Agencies that would greatly increase the role of states

in Ul management, including giving them the authority to allocate resources toward effective back-to-work

efforts.

Budget information: SIG’s overall annual expense budget is the fully requested $500,000.

Its other sources of support have included the American Institute for Full Employment and The Achelis

and Bodman Foundations.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: SIG serves many helpful purposes in furtherance of Bradley’s mission. It



gives its members, who sit atop bureaucracies that are too often hostile to them and their worldviews, an

information-sharing and intelligence-gathering outlet. It gives Congressional policymakers good

information and analysis that would otherwise not be provided to them from state policymakers. It works

well with other Bradley grantees -- the American Enterprise Institute, the Foundation for Government

Accountability (about which see the recommendation in this section of these materials), The Heritage

Foundation, and the State Policy Network and its members among them.

SIG has helped generate much good output, yes, and a good measure of impact on state and federal

policy affecting the states. In fact, to a large extent, its work can be likened to that of the John Hay
Initiative and the Ethics and Public Policy Center (for which support is being recommended in these

materials, too), in that it constitutes a “ready-made
1

' set of domestic-policy recommendations for pursuit by

the next sympathetic presidential administration, if there is to be one.

SIG’s output and impact is quite technically detailed, of course -- but underlying all of it, as with the

Bradley-spurred welfare reform in Wisconsin, is the importance and dignity of work.

Therefore, staff recommends a $300,000 grant to the Work First Foundation for SIG. If awarded, this

would be the same level of support given for the same purpose last year.


